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Abstract The aim of the Virtual Math Teams (VMT) Project is to catalyze and nurture networks of people discussing mathematics online. It does this by providing chat rooms for small groups of K-12 students and others to meet on the Web to communicate about math. The vision is that people from all over the world will be able to converse with others at their convenience about mathematical topics of common interest and that they will gradually form a virtual community of math discourse. For individuals who would enjoy doing math with other people but who do not have physical access to others who share this interest, the VMT service provides online, distant partners. For societies concerned about the low level of math understanding in the general population, the VMT service offers a way to increase engagement in math discourse. The VMT Project was funded in Fall 2003 by the US National Science Foundation. A collaboration of researchers at Drexel University and The Math Forum, the project is designing, deploying and studying a new online service at the Math Forum.
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A Report from the Present

The following report on the VMT Project was published in the Fall 2008 issue of Bridge, a magazine of the iSchool (the College of Information Science and Technology) at Drexel University. It was written by Bridge editor Susan Haine. It provides a view for the public of the project and its vision:

Society is global. With just the push of a button, the dance of fingers across a keyboard we can connect with people and information from all corners of the globe. We network, bank,
research and shop worldwide, but we do it all online from the comfort of our homes and offices. iSchool Associate Professor Gerry Stahl’s research looks beyond the basics of international electronic communication, exploring how groups of people can more effectively learn through computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL).

Stahl is lead researcher for the Virtual Math Teams Project (VMT) at the iSchool and the Math Forum at Drexel. The project utilizes chat interaction analysis to explore how students solve problems through online discussion and collaboration, with the goal to discover and better understand how groups of people think, come to decisions, solve problems and learn.

“When we started, we didn’t even know if collaborative learning could be effective in math because people are so used to thinking about math on their own,” Stahl said. “It’s not typically considered an area where group interaction is beneficial to the learning process. The first thing we learned through this project is how effective collaborative learning can be, even with math, and how it could be a very effective classroom approach in general. It is a new form of not only math education, but education as a whole. I try to use it in my own iSchool courses.”

The VMT service utilizes the Internet to connect students with global sources of knowledge, including other students around the world, information on the Web, and digital resources. Through these links, participants can engage in mathematical discussions which are, according to Stahl, rarely found in schools. Through this collaborative process, participants can challenge one another to understand formulas and problem solving in different ways, better understand one another’s perspectives, and explain and defend their own ideas. VMT research shows that through this technique, students not only solve math problems, they better comprehend theories, expand their critical thinking and learn to work as a team. Knowledge is created through group interaction processes—what Stahl calls “group cognition.”

“Anyone can benefit from it,” Stahl said. “Other research has shown that collaborative small group work can be effective at any level, from Kindergarten through graduate school, and in professional math, even. In particular, though, VMT provides a venue for interacting with peers, and we’ve found in studying our logs of student interaction, there’s a lot of social activity that is highly engaging for students.”

This interaction encourages learning, increasing interest. According to Stahl, he plans to expand on the concept of how collaborative group learning can change a student’s perception of learning in his next two books. One will be a collection of analyses of data from the VMT Project (this volume); the other will be a book-long reading of a four-hour series of chats by one group of students, discussing in fine detail the many facets of their interaction and joint knowledge building.

Though it may sound simple enough—observing the collaboration and communications among groups of students—the VMT Project has faced a number of challenges, and research plans have continually evolved in order to respond to what was learned about the needed chat environment, problem design, data collection and analysis methodology. Collaborating closely with four PhD students, colleagues at the Math Forum, at the School of Education, at the College of Arts & Sciences, and a series of international visiting researchers, Stahl and his team (see Fig. 2.1) have committed a good deal of time to fine tuning and coordinating a unique combination of pedagogical research, software development, analysis of interaction data and theory about collaborative learning.

“This is a complex research project,” Stahl noted. “Nobody comes in with all the background they need in terms of educational theory, software design, etc. For the past four years we experimented with the best ways to collect data and analyze robust, naturalistic data.”

According to Stahl’s website, the project evolved from a very basic chat service environment to elaborate programming developed specifically for VMT through a relationship with researchers and developers in Germany. This system includes a number of chat tools and thread features with an integrated shared whiteboard for students to construct drawings related to a problem, a wiki for sharing findings with other teams, and a VMT Lobby that allows students to return to chat rooms or locate sequences of rooms arranged by VMT staff.
and teachers. The goal in development was to make the software as effective as possible to assist learning, offering students effective tools without overloading them with options. The system supports students in exploring provided math problems, discussing open-ended mathematical situations and creating chat rooms to discuss topics of their own choosing.

The VMT service is available through the Math Forum at Drexel. To date, it has mainly been used by researchers—including labs at CMU, Rutgers, Hawaii, Brazil, Romania and Singapore—working with classroom teachers. The next step is to explore its use at online high schools and by home-schooled students. The end result is a new form of math education, melding technology and worldwide interaction with engrossing discussions and problem solving, offering students a different understanding of what math, learning and knowledge are all about. (Haine, 2008, pp. 2–3)

**Historical Background: The Math Forum**

The Math Forum manages a website (http://mathforum.org) with over a million pages of resources related to mathematics for middle-school and high-school students, primarily algebra and geometry. This site is well established; a leading online resource for improving math learning, teaching and communication since 1992, the Math Forum is now visited by several million different visitors a month. A community has grown up around this site, including teachers, mathematicians, researchers, students and parents—using the power of the Web to learn math and improve math education. The site offers a wealth of problems and puzzles, online mentoring, research, team problem solving, collaborations and professional development. Studies of site usage show that students have fun and learn a lot; that educators share ideas and acquire new skills; and that participants become increasingly engaged over time.
The Math Forum offers a number of online services, including the following. Most of these services were developed with research funding and volunteer support; some of the established services now charge a nominal fee to defray part of their operating costs:

(a) *The Problem of the Week.* This popular service posts a different problem every other week during the school year in a number of categories, such as math fundamentals, pre-algebra, algebra or geometry. Challenging non-standard math problems can be answered online or offline. Students can submit their solution strategies and receive feedback from mentors on how to improve their presentations. The best solution descriptions are posted on the Math Forum site.

(b) *Ask Dr. Math.* Students and others receive mathematics advice from professionals and expert volunteers.

(c) *Math Tools.* Visitors to the site explore the world of interactive tools for understanding math concepts and communicate with teachers using them in their classrooms, discussing and rating the tools.

(d) *Teacher2Teacher.* Classroom teachers and educators from around the world work together to address the challenges of teaching and learning math.

(e) *Other.* Math Forum staff also provide online mentoring and teacher professional development, lead face-to-face workshops and work with teachers in their math classrooms, under contracts with school districts.

(f) *Virtual Math Teams.* The VMT service builds on the highly successful Problem-of-the-Week (PoW) service. Students who once worked by themselves on PoW problems can now work on more open-ended problems with a group of peers. This can be organized in a variety of ways and can bring many advantages, as discussed in the following sections.

### The VMT Service Design

The free VMT service currently consists of an introductory web portal within the Math Forum site and an interactive software environment. The VMT environment includes the VMT Lobby—where people can select chat rooms to enter (see Fig. 2.2)—and a variety of math discussion chat rooms—that each include a text chat window, a shared drawing area and a number of related tools (see Fig. 2.3).

Three types of rooms can be created in the lobby:

a. **Open rooms.** Anyone can enter these rooms and participate in the discussion—see Fig. 2.2, where rooms are listed under math subjects and problem topics.

b. **Restricted rooms.** Only people invited by the person who created the room can enter.

c. **Limited rooms.** People who were not originally invited can ask the person who created the room for permission to join.

This variety allows rooms to be created to meet different situations. For instance, (a) someone can open a room available to the public; (b) a teacher can open a room
for a group of her own students and choose whom else to let in; (c) a person can just invite a group of friends.

Three general types of room topics are presented in VMT rooms:

a. *A math problem.* This could be a problem from the PoW service, or a similar challenging problem that may have a specific answer, although there may be multiple paths to that answer and a variety of explanations of how to think about it. Sometimes, the VMT Project organizes PoW-wows: meetings of small groups of students to chat about a Problem-of-the-Week (PoW-wow logs are analyzed in Chapters 9, 23 and elsewhere).

b. *A math world.* An open-ended math world describes a situation whose mathematical properties are to be explored creatively. The goal may be as much for students to develop interesting questions to pose as for them to work out answers or structural properties of the world. In some years, the VMT Project sponsors a
VMT Spring Fest: teams from around the world explore the mathematics of an open-ended situation (Spring Fest logs are analyzed in Chapters 6, 7, 8, 10, 26 and others).

c. **Open topic.** These rooms are open for discussion of anything related to math, such as perplexing questions or homework confusions. These rooms have been used for university courses and even for discussions among researchers in the VMT Project (see examples in Chapter 21).

Such flexibility allows the VMT service to be used in a wide range of ways and in limitless combinations and sequences:

1. For instance, teams of students from the same classroom might first use the VMT environment to work together on a series of PoW problems during class time, allowing them to become familiar with the system and build collaboration skills in a familiar social setting.
2. Later they could split up and join groups with students from other schools to explore more open-ended mathematical situations.
3. As they become more advanced users, they can create their own rooms and invite friends or the public to discuss topics that they themselves propose.

Through such sequences, people become more active members of a math-discourse virtual community and help to grow that community.
A New Form of Math Education

The VMT Project explores the potential of the Internet to link learners with sources of knowledge around the world, including other learners, information on the Web and stimulating digital or computational resources. It offers opportunities for engrossing mathematical discussions that are rarely found in most schools. The traditional classroom that relies on one teacher, one textbook and one set of exercises to engage and train a room full of individual students over a long period of time can now be supplemented through small-group experiences of VMT chats, incorporating a variety of adaptable and personalizable interactions.

While a service like PoW or VMT may initially be used as a minor diversion within a classical school experience, it has the potential to become more. It can open new vistas for some students, providing a different view of what mathematics is about. By bringing learners together, it can challenge participants to understand other people’s perspectives and to explain and defend their own ideas, stimulating important comprehension, collaboration and reflection skills.

As the VMT library grows in the future, it can guide groups of students into exciting realms of math that are outside traditional high school curriculum, but are accessible to people with basic skills. Such areas include: symbolic logic, probability, statistics, digital math, number theory, infinity, group theory, matrices, non-Euclidean geometries. Many math puzzles and games also build mathematical thinking and stimulate interest in exploring mathematical worlds.

Ultimately, whole curricula within mathematics could be structured in terms of sequences of VMT topics with associated learning resources. Students could form teams to explore these sequences, just as they now explore levels of game environments. A Problem-Based Learning (PBL) approach could cover both the breadth and depth of mathematical fields, just as PBL curricula currently provide students at numerous medical schools with their academic training in face-to-face collaborative teams. In varying degrees, students could pursue their own interests, learning styles, social modes and timing. Assessments of student progress could be built into the computational environment, supplementing and supporting teacher or mentor judgments. The collaborative, small-group VMT approach would be very different from previous automated tutoring systems that isolated individual learners, because VMT is built around the bringing together of groups of students to interact with one another. (Part II of this volume analyzes the nature of group interactions in VMT.)

Promoting Knowledge Building Through Math Discourse

For most non-mathematicians, arithmetic provides their paradigm of math. Learning math, they assume, involves memorizing facts like multiplication tables and procedures like long division. But for mathematicians, math is a matter of defining new concepts and arguing about relations among them. Math is a centuries-long discourse, with a shared vocabulary, ways of symbolically representing ideas and
procedures for defending claims. It is a discourse and a set of shared practices. Learning to talk about math objects, to appreciate arguments about them and to adopt the practices of mathematical reasoning constitute an education in math.

Classical training in school math—through drill in facts and procedures—is like learning Latin by memorizing vocabulary lists and conjugation tables: one can pass a test in the subject, but would have a hard time actually conversing with anyone in the language. To understand and appreciate the culture of mathematics, one has to live it and converse with others in it. Math learners have to understand and respond appropriately to mathematical statements by others and be able to critically review and constructively contribute to their proposals. The VMT Project creates worlds and communities in which math can be lived and spoken.

Students learn math best if they are actively involved in discussing math. Explaining their thinking to each other, making their ideas visible, expressing math concepts, teaching peers and contributing proposals are important ways for students to develop deep understanding and real expertise. There are few opportunities for such student-initiated activities in most teacher-led classrooms. The VMT chat room provides a place for students to build knowledge about math issues together through intensive, engaging discussions. Their entire discourse and graphical representations are persistent and visible for them to reflect on and share. (Part III of this volume describes features of group discourse in VMT.)

Evolving the VMT Service Design

The VMT service was not built from a fixed plan. It evolves. The VMT Project started by building on the success of the PoW service. In 2004, initial VMT sessions were held. Chat rooms were opened using a popular commercial chat system. Small groups of middle-school or high-school students were invited to work together in hour-long sessions on a PoW problem. An adult facilitator opened the room and announced the problem. If the students wanted to share a drawing or if they had technical problems, the facilitator assisted, but otherwise let the students work on their own. These early trials demonstrated that students were skilled at adapting to the chat environment and carrying on interesting mathematical discussions. However, it was clear that the software environment was too impoverished. It was hard to share drawings and to keep track of important ideas.

Later sessions experimented with introducing a shared whiteboard into the chat room (see Chapter 15). This allowed the participants to construct drawings related to the problem, to label the drawings and to post messages that remained visible on the board. This helped to overcome some of the technical difficulties. Unfortunately, it made the interactions more complicated. While some students invented effective group practices for taking advantage of the whiteboard (see Chapter 17 for analysis of innovative ways of pointing at the whiteboard from chat), these were not universally used. It became clear that people needed time to get used to the environment and to learn useful procedures.
More recently, the software environment of chat with whiteboard has been supplemented with a number of additional tools or features designed to support math discourse and online interaction (see Chapter 16). Furthermore, attempts have been made to involve groups of students in sequences of consecutive sessions, in addition to one-shot events. The VMT Lobby was added to allow students to return to chat rooms or to locate sequences of rooms that teachers or VMT staff prepared for them.

Perhaps most importantly, the nature of the problems offered has changed from the PoW format. As discussed above, different rooms have different kinds of topics. Some have individual problems, similar to the problems of the PoW service, but more oriented toward collaborative problem solving. However, other rooms have math worlds. These are open-ended situations, which suggest worlds, objects or patterns and relationships with interesting mathematical properties. In addition, students can open rooms for their own purposes. The nature of the topics and the ways they are presented strongly influence the nature of the interactions that take place in the rooms.

**Supporting Math Discourse with Software Tools**

Early theories of computer support for group work stressed the need to provide communication media, generally striving to duplicate as much as possible the features of face-to-face communication in situations where people were physically and/or temporally distant. Just as there are advantages (as well as disadvantages) of written communication over verbal, so there are advantages of particular computer-based media over face-to-face. The persistence of the written word in email, chat or threaded discussion is one important factor. In addition to supporting generic communication, it is possible for software environments to support group coordination and math problem solving more specifically.

For instance, the addition of the shared whiteboard to the VMT environment not only facilitated the communication of graphical representations of mathematical situations (like geometry problems), but also allowed for the posting of text messages, equations and summary statements in small text boxes that remained on-screen while chat postings scrolled away. Students could decide to draw in different colors to coordinate simultaneous sketching. It would also be possible to add math symbols, labels for drawings or a simple calculator to help express and compute mathematical relationships.

An important tool in the VMT environment provides the ability to reference from one text posting to a previous one or to a drawing area. This is an example of support for coordination. It helps in chats with several participants because when everyone is typing at once it is hard to tell which previous posting a new one is responding to. Furthermore, the referencing of an area of the whiteboard can support the mathematical work of defining specific areas in a drawing as corresponding to certain math objects.
For the development of the software environment, we began an intensive collaboration with researchers and developers at Fraunhofer Institute-IPSI in Darmstadt, Germany. They had developed a chat system with a shared drawing area and a referencing tool that provided both a form of threading in the chat and an integration of the drawing area with the chat. Their ConcertChat system formed the basis for VMT Chat. Working closely together, we not only improved the functionality of the chat rooms, but also designed a Lobby for finding chat rooms.

It is possible to add many more software tools to VMT Chat. The question is how to control the complexity of learning and using the system as it becomes more complicated. Separating the VMT Lobby, the VMT Chat, Web-based help documents and wiki-based archives of problems, resources and sample solutions is one way to keep each part relatively simple. (Part IV of this volume considers design issues in the VMT collaboration environment.)

**Social Practices that Emerge in VMT**

Perhaps more important than the design of the technological environment is the establishment of social practices to structure the behavior of participants in the chat rooms. Although this has been largely left up to the students in order to let them make VMT their own world, the VMT Project staff has tried to define expectations about how the space will be used. For instance, the ways in which students are invited to participate in VMT, the decor of the environment and the wordings of the room topics encourage an emphasis on math discourse.

Students enter the VMT environment with their previous experiences and bring along practices they have adopted in their school classrooms and social experiences. They are accustomed to tacitly agreeing upon ways of interacting. They are used to greeting people, starting a conversation topic, proposing new ideas, posing questions, taking turns, asserting themselves, saving face, correcting mistakes by themselves and others, coming to agreements and ending discussions. In VMT, this is all done through posting text in the chat stream and drawing on the whiteboard. It is normally done with strangers who are not visible. The VMT chat environment imposes a set of constraints and opportunities. It has aspects of a math classroom, a video game and an instant messaging exchange, as well as having unique characteristics. Groups of students adapt their familiar social practices to the peculiarities of the VMT chat environment. They spontaneously adopt and share methods of interaction—without necessarily being aware of them or able to explicitly describe them.

As researchers, the VMT staff tries hard to analyze the methods that groups use in VMT sessions (see Chapter 4). While these are in many ways unique to specific groups and sessions, one can also see patterns to the methods and structures to the sessions. Sessions typically start with mutual greetings and socializing. New users of the software spend some time experimenting with the tools or being trained in them. Eventually, someone suggests starting on the math topic and the question of how to begin arises. Math discussion often proceeds through sequences of math
proposals, which themselves tend to have a typical structure of group interaction. (Part V of this volume analyzes structures of group interaction in VMT.)

Analysis of group methods used in the VMT Chat environment provides ideas for how to improve the software and the service design. It highlights where students have trouble making progress and where significant learning seems to be taking place.

**Mentoring Through Guiding Feedback**

A major issue in the design of the VMT service is how to guide the student discourse so that it will build mathematical knowledge related to the given topic. In a traditional classroom, a teacher is present to impose structure, provide informational resources, direct the flow of ideas, evaluate proposals and assess learning. In a Problem-Based-Learning collaborative group, there is a professional mentor present to actively model methods of interaction and argumentation. In the long run for the VMT service, however, it is generally not possible to have an adult facilitator present. The design of the service must itself make up for this lack.

The Math Forum context sets the general tone that mathematics is the central concern. The way that a given chat room topic or math problem is written is designed to establish a certain attitude, expectation and perspective for the discourse to follow. In addition, the VMT experience is designed to encourage democratic discussion, where people know they will be listened to and supported; therefore they feel free to express themselves. Students may develop positive identities as people who enjoy math in situations where math is not a competitive performance that makes some feel stupid and others odd.

As the VMT service has evolved, it has become increasingly important to provide feedback to the students and to encourage them to come back repeatedly. While mentoring cannot be done during most VMT sessions, groups are encouraged to post summaries of their work and to request asynchronous feedback. Sometimes we provide a wiki for students to share their discoveries with other groups working on the same topics. VMT staff can go to a chat room the next day, review what took place, enter some feedback, guidance or suggestions and send the students an email encouraging them to come back to the room to read the feedback and perhaps hold a follow-up group session.

**Building a Community of Math Discourse**

Ultimately, if students and teachers start to frequent the VMT service, share their group results, engage in multiple sessions and perhaps participate in other activities, they will start to form a user community. Teachers can interact at the site about the design of their favorite VMT math problems and share ways they have integrated VMT into their classrooms. Students can start to know each other from collaborating in groups together. They can participate in sequences of topics that build on each
other. They can improve their collaboration and problem-solving skills and then start to mentor newcomers to VMT. As they become experienced with VMT, students and teachers can recommend improvements to the service and suggest variations to the topics.

We live in a society that is very dependent upon knowledge of mathematics, but that does not value mathematical discourse outside of narrow academic or professional contexts. The Math Forum has gradually built an online realm in which a community of math discourse can be found. By virtue of its collaborative focus, the VMT service may be able to help that community prosper.

We are considering related services to help build a collaborative user community. An archive of student discoveries is one possibility that we are exploring using wiki technology, so that students can grow their own repository of discoveries. A teachers’ curriculum assistant site is another idea for supporting collaboration among teachers, who may want to know what topics worked for other teachers and share ways of involving students in math discourse. We would like to make the resources of the Math Forum digital library available to VMT participants in a relevant and useful way. And, of course, we are developing training materials (like this chapter, originally written for teachers) for students, teachers and researchers to introduce and explain VMT.

**Studying Group Cognition**

The VMT Project has the practical goal of establishing a new service at the Math Forum. It approaches this goal through a design-based-research effort that starts simply and develops the design of the service through an iterative process of evaluating the results of trying new features. From a basic research perspective, this is a valid way to explore the nature of collaborative learning and small-group interaction in math chats.

More particularly, the VMT Project generates data illustrating *group cognition*. As virtual teams produce sequences of problem-solving moves, the actions of different participants merge into an integrated discourse. Cognitive results then emerge as achievements of the group as a whole.

The VMT Project was designed as an experimental test-bed that captures lasting traces of collaborative interactions. The chat logs or persistent chat rooms preserve a rather complete record of the collaborative interactions that take place. The interactions involve challenging, creative problem solving of mathematics, including critical reflection on the problem-solving discourse. Thereby, the interactions produce numerous examples of group cognition in which teams produce cognitive results that cannot be attributed to any one individual but that arose out of the interactions among multiple participants situated in the group context. Since the students did not know each other from before the chat and could not observe each other except through the behavior that took place in the chat room, they could only understand each other’s messages and actions based on what took place inside the chat room. The same information is available to researchers for understanding the messages and
actions, providing an adequate record for analysis of how the group cognition took place. In contrast to classroom studies of face-to-face interaction, there is no need for videotaping and transcription, which introduce potential analytic difficulties.

The VMT Project allows researchers to see how small-group interaction and group cognition take place within a specific set of circumstances—e.g., small groups of K-12 students discussing math—with a particular form of technological mediation—i.e., chat with shared whiteboard and the features of VMT chat rooms. Synchronous math chats are different from forms of communication that have been studied more extensively, like asynchronous threaded discussions of science or face-to-face social conversation. The VMT Project is able to study and document the distinctive nature of math chats and their specific potentials for fostering group cognition. In this way, it illustrates with one small example a much broader vision of engaged learning in online communities of the future. (Part VI of this volume conceptualizes group cognition in VMT.)
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